Houston

Baker Botts has been an integral part of Houston’s business community since 1840
when the firm’s founder, Peter Gray, launched his law practice in the Republic of
Texas. As Houston’s economy developed, so did the scope of the firm’s legal services
with approximately 200 lawyers today.
Baker Botts
Our lawyers are experienced in a wide range of areas,
including corporate, energy projects and transactions,
environmental, intellectual property, litigation, real
estate and tax. We work for leading companies in a
variety of industries: banking and finance, energy,
manufacturing, media, pharmaceuticals, real estate,
technology, telecommunications and transportation.
Houston is often referred to as the energy capital of
the world, and Baker Botts is recognized as one of
the city’s leading law firms with connections to key
international energy markets in Asia, Europe and the
Middle East. Energy is an integral component of the
work our lawyers provide clients, but the depth of our
legal counsel covers a broad array of practice areas.
Baker Botts is rooted as a pillar institution in the
city’s business landscape, and our lawyers have played
pivotal roles in landmark cases and transactions
involving clients in a multitude of industries.

Lawyers by Practice
•
•
•
•
•

56 Litigation
49 Corporate
36 Tax
34 Global Projects
18 Intellectual Property

Summer 2021
21 Summer Associates representing many of the top
law schools across the nation, including Cornell, Duke,
Penn, Texas, UVA, and Wash U.
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Rankings
“My wife and I were looking to move back home to Houston from New York
and put down roots. After researching Houston’s top firms, Baker Botts was
clearly the right fit. I work on the same caliber deals I did in New York with Wall
Street investment banks and law firms. The Firm has been a great place to work,
make friends and grow as a lawyer. And Houston’s dramatically lower cost of
living doesn’t hurt either.”
—Travis Wofford, Houston Corporate Department Chair

Houston
The most diverse, rapidly growing major U.S. metropolitan area.

Ranked #10 in best places to launch career in the U.S. by LinkedIn based on
affordable rent, starting salaries, and job availability.

Home to the second largest concentration of Fortune 1000 and Fortune 500
companies in the country.
More than 10,000 restaurants in the Houston area with culinary choices that
represent more than 70 countries and American regions.
Ranked #30 in Best Places to Live by U.S. News & World Report.

Temperature rarely drops below freezing with an average 204 sunny days per year.

More than 145 languages are spoken in Houston.

Deemed one of the top “Cities of the Future” in the U.S. by the Financial Times.
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